
WISEdata Release Notes: 3/28/17 
 

 

WORK ITEM Description/Comments 

*Note, the following Roster items are listed to 
make you aware of development progress, but 
Roster is not yet released for use. 
 
Roster: Verified certain staff section association 
fields  

Profiles were created for staff associations to 
allow only certain fields to be edited or deleted in 
the API. 

Roster: Adjusted student section association 
profiles 

We adjusted student section association profiles 
and endpoint items in Roster to allow only 
certain fields to be edited or deleted in the API. 
We also added unit tests and included endpoint 
information tables and field values that the 
database can accept. 

Roster: Added course program codes to type 
tables to enable SIS progress for testing and 
development 

Details on  the course program name and type 
were created and added to the type tables, so SIS 
vendors can submit their references in section 
endpoint for development and testing. 

Roster: Staff data is pulling from WISEid over to 
WISEdata Portal. 

Staff data currently housed in WISEid is pulling 
into the WISEdata Portal to pre-populate certain 
Roster fields if there is an attached Local Person 
ID for the agency. Note, you will need WISEids for 
all staff. 

WDP: Validation will run nightly every 24 hours. With the implementation of manual validation, 
we still need to ensure districts are validating 
data frequently. Now a validation will run on 
agencies every 24 hours to ensure all agencies 
are validated nightly (3 am), regardless of manual 
validation. 

WDP: You can now trigger manual validation. In WDP, you can now go into the Data Statistics 
section and click the Run Validation/Queue 
button to manually queue up your data to run 
through a new validation. Data will automatically 
run through validation nightly now as well, so 
there’s no need to push this button with each 
single change. Reserve the manual validation 
push for times when you have made substantial 
changes to your data. 



WDP: Audit tracking added for investigation into 
manual validation runs. 

With the inception of manual validation, we 
added a few audit fields that will be useful for DPI 
staff to investigate problematic validation runs, 
like who ran a job or when it stopped. 

WDP: Modifications were made to the Data 
Statistics views. 

The WDP Data Statistics section was modified for 
ease of use, such as moving Total Count and 
changing choice school displays. 

WDP: Bug Fix--WDP Stats view now shows null 
Economic Disadvantage values 

If an economic disadvantage value was null, it 
was not displaying in the WDP Stats, but this has 
been fixed. 

API: Bug Fix--Total days fields can no longer have 
negative entries. 

We fixed a bug that was previously allowing 
negative values for total day fields, such as 
attendance and instructional days.  

WDP: Bug Fix--Last Modified stat should update 
at the correct times now. 

The Last Modified stat was updating for all 
records every time a calculation was run, but now 
it should only display the last time a record was 
actually modified. 

EdCred: EdCred modifications now allow SIS 
vendors to work seamlessly with a special 
education vendor. 

We update EdCred so that when a user picks a 
special education vendor to add, the system 
should flip the SIS vendor to a profile setting that 
will accommodate the special education data. 

 


